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Type K59 is found in lowland Britain, in communities that have been relatively unaffected by the attentions of 

urban commuters, wealthy pensioners, weekenders or summer holidaymakers.

Education

Health

Crime

Finances

Environmental Issues 

 

 

 

 

As may be expected in these detached rural communities, educational levels are very varied. The 

proportions with no qualifications and with no degrees is almost exactly the same as can be found across the 

country as a whole. The children will probably start off their school life in the local village primary before travelling 

by bus to larger villages and towns for their secondary education. Just like their parents, their school performance 

is mixed, although by the time they get to Key Stage 4 they are likely to do reasonably well. However, whilst some 

will take this further to enter higher education, others will remain in their local community.

These people generally eat well. However, this is more likely to be because good local produce is widely 

available, junk food outlets relatively scarce, and TV dinners an expensive alternative. They are more likely to 

drink than smoke, but this is usually in moderation. Type K59 tends to be active, but this is much more likely to 

be natural countryside pursuits rather than membership of the gym. They are therefore healthier than the 

average.

These are areas of strong local communities. People tend to know each other, and a stranger is easily 

noticed. Any locals causing a nuisance are likely to be brought back into line quickly. Consequently crime is low. 

When Type K59 falls victim, it is usually when they are away from the area, perhaps whilst at work or at college, 

and they tend to be relatively minor offences. 

In general, those of working age are in work earning a reasonable rather than a high income. They 

do not generally require additional support form the state. Similarly, those who have retired will take the state 

pension, but most do not need additional Pension Credits. They will have earned sufficient during their working 

lives to put some aside for the future, with a preference for national savings schemes rather than shares or 

investment products. 

These relatively insular communities have a neutral view of the environment, 

being isolated from the problems seen in the cities. They are heavily reliant on their car, with many households 

owning more than one, and mileage is high. Houses can tend to be quite large, making energy usage high.

Key Features Communication

Receptive

Local networks

Few good channels

Unreceptive

Red top newspapers

Posters

TV
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Summary 

Demography 

Type K59 is found in lowland Britain, in communities that have been relatively 

unaffected by the attentions of urban commuters, wealthy pensioners, weekenders or summer 
holidaymakers. 

Type K59 is found in lowland Britain, in areas which lie at some distance 

from major population centres where life in small agricultural villages has been little affected 

by contact with urban incomers. The countryside, whilst pleasant, lacks the undulation which 

would make it attractive for picnickers or weekend walkers. The architecture of the village 
housing lacks the quality and the use of attractive building materials that would make it 

attractive to people choosing to retire to a rural community. 

These are local market towns, serving local farming communities rather than providing jobs 

for well paid executives in large national companies who might otherwise be eager to find 

attractive village environments in which to raise their children. These therefore are old 
established villages, often dating from medieval times, whose names appear on road maps 

but do not linger in the memories of urban populations. 

Here, as elsewhere in the British countryside, young people are increasingly required to move 

to the town to acquire the technical or university education that is the prerequisite for a 

remunerative career and, having left home villages for this reason, often lack any particular 

motivation for returning other than to visit their parents. On some farms sons may take over 

from fathers but many of the farms in these areas are owned by large syndicates rather than 

by owner managers and most of the people who live in these villages are employed in rural 

support industries and do not have jobs that they can pass down to their children. Though 
these are areas where housing is relatively affordable and whilst councils are often happy to 

allow new building, much of the housing is not suited to the needs of young families and 

children. Unless they have been born in the villages young couples often find it difficult to 

build networks of local friendships especially where their children have to travel some distance 

to school as many do. 

These rural support workers, and many small proprietors, typically live in older, detached 
houses, set in generous gardens, most of which are owned. Quite a few houses will pass down 

from one generation to another and most villages contain a small estate of council houses, 
many of which have now been sold off to local people. These therefore are parochial 

communities in the sense that the parish and its church provide the defining sense of local 

identify to the residents but also in the sense that these are not areas which are practised in 
accepting outsiders. Indeed it is often this parochial nature of the local population that deters 

would-be urban commuters and retirees who, unless they have been born locally, fear that it 

could take many years before they were accepted into the local community. 

Description - Sociology and Environment
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Environment 

Economy 

Consumer Values

Consumption Patterns

Change 

Type K59 is found in large numbers of rural communities in the 'Eastern' 

counties, from mid Suffolk through Norfolk and the fens to Lincolnshire and the Humber. 

These neighbourhoods are also found in the more fertile parts of Cumbria and West Wales. 
Most of these villages have a village centre, maybe with a post office doubling as a general 

store, a parish church and a small green, perhaps with a children's playground. A local 

entrepreneur may run a small garage or petrol station, undertake repairs of agricultural 

machinery or run a local bus operation which takes children to school in the nearby town. 

Other business enterprises may stock supplies of building materials used by local landowners. 

Some villages may contain cottages housing agricultural labourers, often surrounded by 

extensive vegetable gardens, and occasionally farm houses, barns, yards and silos may be 
seen on the edge of the village. Farm operations are mostly conducted at some distance from 

the villages and it may be difficult for outsiders to understand exactly what it is that provides 

employment for the local population. This ensemble of land uses and building styles, whilst 

not unattractive, typically lacks the unity that would arrest a photographer or a local artist 

and, without the energy of incomers, the community often lacks the motivation to clean up 

pockets of dereliction, to maintain footpaths and to ensure areas of local open space are kept 

in tip top order. 

Neighbourhoods of Type K59 contain large numbers of people employed in what 

might best be described as intensive agribusiness enterprise. Many more are employed in 

local food processing plants and in transportation. Erecting and maintaining agricultural 

buildings, the management of agricultural equipment and the transportation of food and 

materials employ an increasing proportion of the population.

 Type K59 contains people who are well integrated in their local 

communities and whose consumption focuses around daily necessities. Metropolitan lifestyle 

accoutrements are more likely to cause local amusement than envy and few people are 

particularly interested in the finer nuances of high street fashion. Tastes, whether in food, 
clothing or cars are for old fashioned and well known brands and though people like to 

purchase face to face from small businesses that they trust, these are not neighbourhoods 
where people place a high value on craft production and individual designs. 

 Type K59 typically spends a lot on motoring. Modest saloon cars 

display elderly registration plates and insurance companies can be confident of low levels of 

claims. A high proportion of household expenditure also goes on household equipment, 
particularly on freezers and dishwashers and central heating is more likely to use oil or 

electricity than gas. Many people continue to use open coal hearths and burn wood in special 

stoves. Though tastes in food are traditional, these are areas in which supermarket visits are 
supplemented by the fruits of gardens and allotments and many people buy food from local 

vendors. Being distant from major retail parks many residents enjoy weekend outings to car 

boot sales at which they can often make good judgements about the age and value of 
antiques and collectibles. 

In contrast to other rural communities, the fortunes of these neighbourhoods are 

unlikely to be affected by the outward movement of office jobs from city centres and by the 

growing preference for retreats among the elderly or urban tourists. More important for these 
economies are issues relating to trade tariffs on agricultural imports and subsidies to local 

agribusiness.  

Description - Sociology and Environment
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Type K59 appears to be down to earth types, who value practicality over fashion. In many 

respects, they are traditional, and are not likely to be risk takers or innovators. But they are 
not behind the times, and will happily adopt new technologies when they can see the practical 

benefits. Consequently, take up of the Internet has perhaps been greater than might be 

expected, and it may be used for the main grocery shopping among other things. Similarly, 

household appliances such as dishwashers, which some may see as a luxury, may be found in 
some of these homes.

These people are careful and prudent. Confident in financial matters, they are interested in 

investments and financial products, and are likely to provide for their future through a variety 
of savings and investments. Their thriftiness extends to many areas of their lives; they don't 

like spending their money and won't spend a lot on clothes, or toiletries and cosmetics. 
Indeed, they will tend to keep their clothes for a long time, buying things to last, and may 

even may make their own. Cars are an essential for living in these outlying villages and, 

again, value for money is likely to take precedence over style or fashion. Being able to fill up 
with discounted petrol may be a key factor in deciding where to shop.

Their approach to food and diet seems to reflect the same down to earth values. They follow a 

sensible diet, with plenty of fibre and vegetables, and home cooking rather than frozen ready 
meals or takeaways. They prefer free range ingredients and even fair trade products if 

available. This all points to a lifestyle which is big on common sense and low on adventure, 
where being healthy and active is seen as more important than looking attractive, and where 

leisure pursuits are more likely to include gardening, walking and enjoying pets than bopping 

to the latest band at a club.

Partly for reasons of distance from shops and shopping centres, these consumers don't have a 

great deal of interest in shopping at all. They are not particularly brand loyal and are unlikely 

to be tempted by advertisements for new products and brands. Possibly on the introverted 

side, they will not use consumption to bolster their self image, and their lifestyle is more likely 

to focus on the home, the garden and the immediate local community. Although they could be 

said to be reasonably happy in their jobs and with their current standard of living, they do 
have some degree of pessimism about their future prospects. Financial services offerings 

which will help provide for the future may have some appeal to Type K59, who definitely like 

to look after the pennies.

Description - Culture and Consumer Psychology
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